Educational Philosophies
Robert Pazmino identifies 7 educational philosophies that can serve as foundations for religious
education. Quotations below are from Pazmino’s book Foundational Issues in Christian
Education, except where noted otherwise.
1. Perennialism “emphasizes the cultivation of rational powers along with academic
excellence.” A goal is “guiding the individual to the eternal truths.” Content typically takes a
“great books” approach, where great books lead the learner to the one and ultimate truth. Allan
Bloom is well-known for supporting a perennialist approach to education. The Weston
curriculum series takes a perennialist approach in part, by emphasizing the Bible as a path
towards the only great spiritual truths.
2. Essentialism stresses “the transmission and assimilation of a prescribed body of subject
matter,” along with the “discernment of truths... through the use of careful observation and
reason.” Like perennialism, essentialism stresses a “back-to-basics” approach. Unlike
perennialism, essentialism includes insights of the sciences in addition to classical studies. The
New Beacon Series edited by Sophia Fahs can be seen as an essentialist curriculum, in part.
3. Behaviorism “incorporates a behavioral modification sequence for desired student responses
and skills, and uses appropriate reinforcement.” Clear objectives are defined in advance. B. F.
Skinner is the best-known proponent.
4. Progressivism emphasizes “social problem solving, democratic relationships, and growth.”
Content includes “comprehensive, unified exposure to problem-focused studies.” Robert L’H
Miller points out that progressivism emphasizes a curriculum content focused on experience,
especially the direct experiences of the learners. John Dewey and the early Sophia Fahs are
progressive educators.
5. Reconstructionism works towards “building an ideal and just social order.” Content focuses
on “social problems and the development of corrective programs scientifically determined for
collective action.” Paolo Friere is a reconstructionist.
6. Romantic naturalism “values individual freedom to develop one’s potential with the goal of
self-actualization.” Content grows out of “a person’s felt and real needs which are identified with
the help of others.” John Holt and Carl Rogers are well-known romantic naturalists. Parts of the
movement to do away with Sunday school arise from this philosophy, and some Unitarian
Universalist homeschoolers and “unschoolers” don’t send their children to school out of a
romantic naturalist philosophy.
7. Existentialism emphasizes “the inner search for meaning for one’s own existence in the
realization of authentic personhood.” Content focuses on “themes of the human condition with
learning activities free of rational constraints.” Barbara and Hugo Holleroth were existentialist
educators, and The Haunting House and About Your Sexuality were existentialist curricula. For
the Holleroths, persons are constantly impacted by “powers”(e.g., authority, sexuality, social
norms, etc.) to which persons must respond—and in responding, persons defined themselves.
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